Rituals are ubiquitous but not commonplace, help people to make sense of their life, and cultivate personal or social meaning. Although secularization and digitalization impact the occurrence of formal rituals, the need for marking life's transitions remains unchanged. New rituals emerge, such as marking relationship status by hanging love locks on bridges. Tangible technologies hold great potential for augmenting, changing, or enhancing ritual practices which often involve enactments and symbolic props. In this paper, we analyze individual stories of hanging love locks and derive six pointers for designing technology-mediated relationship transition rituals. We applied the pointers in the design of El Corazón, a tangible artifact for relationship transition rituals. The results of an evaluation with 20 sweethearts show that relationship rituals can be designed deliberately, that tangibles can shape ritual experiences and that technology-mediated rituals can provide people with new means of coping with relationship uncertainty.
INTRODUCTION
Human life is full of transitions: we are born and die, mature, gain and lose friends and partners, get injured and cured. Such fundamental changes pose a threat to our wellbeing and increase our need for security [24] . A powerful mechanism of meaning-making to cope with transitions is to engage in ritual practice. Rituals are focused actions imbued with symbolism [34] that form structural forces organizing society. Being performed everywhere in the world and throughout history [8] , rituals generate emotions, and their symbols are the basis for shared beliefs, thinking, morality, and culture in groups [33] . Rituals differ from routines, although the words are often used interchangeably in everyday language, and the boundaries are blurred. For example, engaging in a hand-washing ritual before entering a temple can serve the goal of inner cleansing and not hygiene, as opposed to the routine of hand washing in the bathroom [20, 27] . Thus, the performed symbolic actions in rituals transcend the immediately visible and bring higher meaning to experiences as well as psychological and social benefits [3, 30] .
Rituals also play a role in relationship transitions. When relationships are characterized as 'liquid', i.e. kept open, without obligations, and with fewer people getting formally engaged or married [2] , the need for new ritual practices to instantiate a sense of stability via a new relationship status is amplified [3] . Consequently, people seek and develop new and less formal means to cope with transitions such as becoming a couple by, for example, hanging love locks on bridges, updating their relationship status on social media or simultaneously deleting their profiles on dating platforms. As shown by these examples, artifacts and technology play a mediating role. The conscious design of technical artifacts mediating relationship transition rituals (RTR), however, has largely been neglected in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) in general, and tangible user interfaces in particular, although physicality plays a central role in rituals.
The main objective of this paper is to outline the design space for technology-mediated RTR. To this aim, we follow a research through design approach [43] and first combine insights from social science theory about RTR with own ethnographic explorations about the specific practice of hanging love locks. The theoretical and ethnographic insights are then distilled in a set of six pointers for designing technology-mediated ritual artifacts. Second, we exemplarily apply the pointers in the design of El Corazón, a tangible artifact for RTR. Third, we explore how the artifact's characteristics impact ritual practice in a field test with 20 sweethearts. We close with a discussion on how designers can use our pointers to design for RTR mediated through technology.
BACKGROUND HCI Research on Transition Rituals
Whereas most disciplines such as sociology, theology, or philosophy, study the phenomena of RTR from a descriptive viewpoint, HCI takes a design perspective actively shaping artifacts and related practices. Regarding the design for technology-mediated ritual practice more broadly, some work has been done to identify design implications for the class of calendrical rituals (e.g., annually repeating rituals [3] ). For example, Petrelli and Light [25] investigated family rituals carried out at Christmas. Drawing on a field study with eight families, they identified design challenges such as design for the harmonization of contrasting attitudes or Christmas as a time for constructing the family. Rituals accompanying individual's transitions (rites of passage), however, might have distinct requirements for supporting technology than annual rituals.
Scholarly work directly focusing on such transitions has almost exclusively addressed rituals in the context of death and letting go. With HeartBeats, Eriksson and Hansen [10] aimed at speculating how digital data may be used for remembrance of the deceased. Heartbeats is a pillow that starts vibrating in the heartbeat rhythm of the deceased loved ones whenever hugged. Similarly, Sas et al. [28] identified a lack of digital rituals for times of letting go (e.g., death, breakup). The authors proposed design implications for digital data disposal based on rituals developed in grief therapy that involve disposing of personal possessions (e.g., burning, burying). Grief mechanisms were also of interest in the works from Uriu and Okude [36] , who developed a photographic family altar to support praying for the deceased, and from Uriu et al. [37] , who developed an interactive device for supporting Japanese funeral and memorialization rituals. Another life transition was studied by Eschler et al. [11] , who investigated the specific ritual of co-designing tattoos after surviving cancer to initiate, accompany, and mark transitions which they identified as holding great potential for digital support. As the diversity in details of the above examples already indicates, all authors conclude that designed ritual artifacts for life transitions need careful curation according to the particular needs of each transition. Accordingly, the above examples do not provide support for the design of RTR.
Work that specifically focuses on supporting RTR is scarce and only targets one of the most significant transitions: the wedding ceremony. For example, Stark [32] proposed to enhance wedding garments by incorporating a way to exchange 'sacred' personal data like heartbeats to incorporate societal values of equality. Another work investigated the role of technology during the wedding ritual in general, e.g., how people used technology to organize and document the happening [22] . These examples show that researchers are just beginning to understand the requirements of technology-mediated transition rituals in relationships. So far, existing rituals have been studied and the role of technology within these rituals has been described and partly altered. However, the design space for ritual artifacts has not been made explicit and current work offers no guidance in creating new artifacts -or even stimulating new, possibly lightweight, ritual practice for relationship transitions.
A topic closely related to RTR that has been extensively studied in HCI is "couple technologies" for sweethearts that temporarily live apart (for an overview: [13, 21] ). In contrast to rituals, these technologies focus on supporting routine relationship maintenance activities and communication, such as drinking a glass of wine together over the distance [19] or clicking on virtual intimate objects in a computer taskbar to create a sense of abstracted presence [17] . Others have looked to design daily exchanges between mothers and sons to enable lightweight routine actions [39] . Specifically, van der Hoog et al. [39] designed 'gustbowl', consisting of two bowls remotely connected, that is activated whenever a key is placed in one bowl to signal a family member's presence. Similarly lightweight, the concept of 'whisper pillow' aimed at giving couples with different schedules the possibility of intimate Papers Session 5: Reflection and Rituals TEI '20, February 9-12, 2020, Sydney, NSW, Australia communication [5] . To support routine relationship activities, 'the action to be performed as a response should neither be too symbolic [..] nor too demanding' [6] . As such, they mark an essential difference to RTR, which do not focus on the everyday, but on the extraordinary. Rituals are, in contrast to routine actions, imbued with symbolism (e.g., hanging love locks that symbolize bonding, eternity) rather than pragmatism (e.g., whispering into a pillow to communicate and feel connected). Rituals focus on the process, often requiring considerable effort and preparation (e.g., hanging up a love lock together at a particular place and time), rather than the pragmatic goal (e.g., establishing common routines in order to achieve a joint everyday life). Given the vague understanding of design requirements for RTR in HCI, a necessity arises to identify the characteristics essential to RTR to inform design. We therefore briefly report on related social science theories regarding definitions and design guidance for ritual actions.
Relationship Rituals in Social Science Theory
According to Sundermeier [34] , rituals are situated and embodied actions, repeated over time and people, often accompanied by words that may interpret and explain the action, and are symbolic with multidimensional meaning. Thus, unlike routines which are strongly aligned with the goals to be achieved (e.g., establishing communication between couples), ritual actions and goals become uncoupled (e.g., putting up a love lock that symbolizes, but not directly affects, stability). This characteristic is often referred to as causal opacity and goal-demotion [20, 27] . Rappaport [26] further points out that the ritual is not about manipulating the physical world, but about creating or manipulating meaning. Concrete actions are employed to demonstrate and experience abstract values and concepts.
Transition rituals are one specific type of rituals [3] . Van Gennep identifies four human transitions where transition rituals may occur. These include transition of location (e.g., moving from one city to another), condition (e.g., from being sick to being healthy), position (e.g., from being single to being in a relationship) and age group (e.g., from childhood to adulthood) [40] . Rituals accompanying such transitions, in turn, consist of three general phases: separation, liminality, and incorporation [35] . In the separation phase, people withdraw from their previous status. They are separated from people that do not fulfill the specific prerequisites for the transition (e.g., only invited persons may participate in the ritual of weddings). The liminal phase marks the transition from the previous to a new status. This phase is existential and of considerable ambiguity, sometimes even anarchy, as the old status is not valid anymore and the new status is not yet reached [35] . For example, throughout a western wedding ceremony, the new status as husband and wife is within reach but not yet reached until the specific words are spoken and rings are exchanged. In other words, the new state may not be reached unless a specific procedure has been followed. Thus, processes or procedure, receive very high priority in a ritual. The incorporation stage closes the ritual by bestowing the new status, allowing re-entry into society. A physical artifact often marks the new status, such as a wedding ring, but there may also be specific artifacts and symbols for the other phases.
RTR are, again, a subtype of transition rituals and are often shared across cultures, such as the transition ritual of weddings. Here, an order is established concerning the relationship by making the relationship status visible, by making it memorable, and by separating the couple from other person's desires [30] . Thus, a relationship ritual constructs and consolidates the couple as an entity and their togetherness. It makes visible and accompanies an essential transition of position within a greater community [12, 35, 40] . In some cases, greater investment in such relationship rituals is associated with more positive relationship quality and closeness [9] and has even therapeutic effects [16, 38] . Taking part in a RTR has psychological (e.g., removing relationship uncertainties or channeling emotions), sociological (e.g., constructing and consolidating the status of individuals in groups and society) and even cultural benefits (e.g., composing a cultural memory of relationship values through symbolic practices/artifacts) [3, 30] . Despite the importance of rituals in relationship transitions, it remains to be explored how technology could adequately support or even enhance ritual transition practice. As people become creative looking for new ways to satisfy their ritual needs (e.g., couples that simultaneously delete their dating app accounts), we should be prepared to design interactive technology supporting these needs. As rituals are multisensory and participative and make the abstract visible, audible, graspable, smellable, or kinesthetically accessible, tangible user interfaces might even hold greater potential than purely digital technology. In this paper, we aim to define the design space for RTR: symbolic actions performed only as special occasions, marking the transition from one relationship status to another. Following our research through design approach [43] , we validate the insights from ritual theory with our own ethnographic explorations about couples that have engaged in the actual practice of hanging love locks. The insights are then distilled in a set of six pointers for designing technologymediated ritual artifacts. We exemplarily apply the pointers in the design of El Corazón, a tangible artifact for RTR and report on a user study with 20 sweethearts. The paper concludes with a discussion on how ritual experiences change depending on how the pointers are materialized.
THE DESIGN SPACE OF RELATIONSHIP TRANSITIONS Ethnographic Explorations into Love Rituals
To flesh out our theoretical understanding of RTR with rich empirical data, we conducted a small ethnographic exploration on the example of putting up love locks. This secular ritual was considered an ideal study example as it is frequently performed on bridges or 'love spots' in public spaces in many cultures, is temporally and spatially accessible, and does not require familiarity with a specific cultural setting. The insights were later aligned with the theoretical knowledge from social science theories to arrive with design pointers for RTR.
For our ethnographic exploration, we conducted seven Contextual Inquiries [14] , semi-structured one-on-one interviews and observations of people who previously put up a love lock with their partner. The aim was to capture both, common grounds and individual nuances, which in turn may give insights into the construction of technologymediated ritual practice and artifacts. Since hanging a love lock is a practice intimately shared by two people, we conducted retrospective interviews. We visited the site where the locks had been put up if it was in town and reenacted the performance to bring participants closer to the time and situation when the love lock was put up. For this purpose, the interviewer had brought a lock and keys. Subjects were tasked to tell their love lock story at their own pace and with the amount of detail they felt comfortable to share. Participants also talked about the time after the lock was hung and its long-term meaning. The interviews took 1.5 to 2 hours and ended with a summary by the interviewer to validate the details of each story. Seven participants were recruited through announcements in local social media, the university's participant recruiting system, and poster announcements on local bridges. All participants are presented below (names changed):
Tobi, 25, received the lock as a Christmas gift from his girlfriend. It took the couple several months before they finally put up the lock in their hometown -on the day they got back together after a short break-up. At the time of the interview, Tobi and his girlfriend had broken up again four months earlier, but the lock was still hanging.
Bianca, 37, and her husband received the lock as a present from her husband's sister at their wedding. They had hung the lock in the town they had lived in at the time. By the time of the interview, Bianca and her husband had moved to a different city, but they still held a picture of their lock in their living room. When the couple and their two children occasionally visit the town today, they always pay a visit to the bridge and try to find the lock to show it to their children.
Lucas, 23, got the lock as a present from his girlfriend for their third anniversary. They had hung the lock shortly after. Hanging a lock was not a big deal and not very emotional for Lucas. However, he would do anything to make his girlfriend happy, and hanging a lock seemed to be very special to her. By the time of the interview, they were in a relationship.
Tom, 22, received the lock as a present from his 'travel'girlfriend. She gave it to him on the last weekend of traveling together before separating (as they were from different nations and ran out of visa). They immediately had hung the lock while another friend was waiting for them. By the time of the interview, they still sometimes communicate through social media, but the lock was not a topic.
Susi, 19, had hung a lock with a close female friend. The idea to hang a lock came spontaneously, and they had bought and hung the lock on the same day during a shopping trip to a city. Susi said that she prefers hanging a lock with a good friend that she believes will be a good friend forever rather than with a boyfriend whom she might separate from after some time.
Jane, 22, gave the lock to her former boyfriend as a present for Christmas. She intended the lock to be a statement of everything that they achieved together, especially that they had decided to move away into a foreign town together. Therefore, they had hung the lock in their new hometown. By the time of the interview, they were separated, but the lock was still hanging.
Abby, 18, gave the lock to her boyfriend on the day of their first anniversary. Both were born in the same town; however, he had moved away. During school holidays, she came to his town to hang the lock. By the time of the interview, they were in a relationship while living in different cities.
Following Contextual Design methodology [14] data from the interviews and observations were analyzed through the construction of an affinity diagram. For this, each interview was retold by the interviewer based on the notes, and Papers Session 5: Reflection and Rituals TEI '20, February 9-12, 2020, Sydney, NSW, Australia another team member captured key issues and insights on sticky notes. Revealing quotes and sketches of the environment where the love lock was hung were recorded on affinity notes as well. In total, 400 individual notes made up the data basis from which six key insights were formulated and linked to ritual theory.
Six Pointers for Designing Ritual Artifacts
Common and contrasting experiences from our ethnographic explorations with hanging love locks are reported below, embedded into ritual theory and clustered into six pointers that define a design space for RTR: privateness & publicness, customization & uniqueness, symbolism & transcendence, structuring & extraordinariness, physical & psychological accessibility, and stimulation & participation fostering join in. Because rituals are linked to autobiographical memories, we include individual statements as proposed by Wojtkowiak [42] .
(1) Privateness & Publicness. Jane explained that being alone as a couple while performing the ritual was important to her: "It was crucial that it was just the two of us and it would have disturbed the intimate moment if someone had stopped to watch." Moreover, Abby expressed the meaning of the love lock hanging in a public space: "Because of the love lock hanging in a public space I think that more people recognize our relationship and recognize both of us as a couple." This feeling of affiliation towards the lock was even stronger in Tobi's case, who had already broken up with his girlfriend and who described a situation of unexpected reminiscence due to the lock's accessibility within public space: "I have met three or four times with a new girl, and I really start to like her. I would not tell her about the love lock, but the very idea that we might stroll past the lock together is awful. It would be odd for her to know about a love lock that declares the love between another girl and me. Just as one would not have pictures of former girlfriends hanging on the wall when inviting a new girlfriend, one should not have an old love lock hanging. I think I would owe a new girlfriend to remove the old love lock. Also, that would be a strong sign towards the past and the future." The above statements make clear that a RTR takes place at the intersection between private and public space. On the one hand, the lock is hung by two people, and other participants are not welcomed, neither physically nor virtually. On the other hand, the physical manifestation of the more stable relationship status in the form of the lock is perceived as powerful because it is hung in public space. Some official acknowledgment of an otherwise more private relationship status is achieved through the acquisition of public space. While the ritual takes place in a public space and leaves an artifact that makes the relationship visible, the action itself includes two people and excludes others. The aspect of self-determination towards questions of privacy and publicity is vital: Each couple deliberately decided on whom to involve in the procedure or where to put the love lock. This finding strongly complements with the social function of constructing and consolidating social structures, space, and time stabilizing the status of the relationship publicly [3, 30] .
(2) Customization & Uniqueness. Although the basic structure of a specific ritual and the artifacts involved are similar, they leave room for perceived uniqueness as may be inferred from a statement by Susi: "When I pass love locks, I often take some time to look at them and read the engravings of nice-looking locks. An important criterion for our lock was that it had to stand out from the crowd. As the common golden-colored lock does not do so, our lock had to be red. Also, that's the color that is often associated with love and its one of my favorite colors. I did not think of any other color for the lock." And Jane said: "The lock needs to be very special. It, therefore, has to be red and needs a proper engraving!". We conclude that relationship rituals should provide minimal structure and opportunities for customization to allow expressing the uniqueness of each relationship story, e.g., in material, location, words spoken. As the variety in padlocks is limited, most participants felt an urge to individualize their love lock through engravings, form, or color. While some locks were self-made, most of them were commodities, in either red or golden colors. Although these locks did not look markedly different to an outsider, participants perceived their locks as suitable representations of their unique relationships. The tendency to individualize the artifact (and the procedure) are strongly tied to the sense of structuring and stabilization [30] . By having the possibility to decide on form, color, engraving, etc., participants were given the power to make decisions, to control the situation. The artifact manifests this control visibly in public and is thought to be traceable to the respective individuals through its individualization. The lock, therefore, is an individual commitment to joint action. Additionally, individualization leaves space for dedicated meaningmaking [12, 35, 40] . While some may prefer to express themselves via the choice of materials, others may find sounds or movements more appropriate.
(3) Symbolism & Transcendence. Ritual procedures and artifacts embody essential societal values. Tobi stated: "The lock symbolizes something binding, something that does not get off easily." Participants also noted that the ritual was more than expressing their love because it stressed the Papers Session 5: Reflection and Rituals TEI '20, February 9-12, 2020, Sydney, NSW, Australia essential values of their relationship, they both agreed on. Jane said: "The lock stands for everything that connects us."
The lock changes over time and even decay was accepted by for example Bianca: "When I last saw the lock, I almost couldn't read the letters anymore, and it started getting rusty. But still, it's our lock that is hanging in exactly that location, and that's all that matters." The RTR does not only express the mutual affection between two individuals but represents a multidimensional symbolic system [20, 27, 34] . Symbolism can be found both in ritual practice as well as in the lock itself as a ritual artifact. For example, the eternity of love may be symbolized through the choice of solid materials like metal. Thus, the lock embodies solidity, constancy, and resilience that represent desirable attributes of the relationship as seen by the individual and the society they live in. The lock as a ritual artifact is further made of a material that is subject to change over time, carrying the symbolism of change. For example, Jane recognized that her love lock lost color after only one year. However, also relationships and people change, so materials that change over time reflect this appropriately. The various symbols are the basis for a transcendent experience, as the sweethearts cannot guarantee that their relationship will last for years to come. Also, the pragmatic choice of specific locations like bridges, which are usually close to water, support romantic intentions, as the water is needed to let the keys disappear forever as a symbolic expression of commitment. A more symbolic interpretation is made by Nord [23] : While the gushing waters may be seen as an insecure space, the bridge stands for security.
(4) Structuring & Extraordinariness. All participants noted that hanging a lock was very special, unusual, and not everyday -hence extraordinary. It was perceived as a breakout from daily routines and from conventional ways of expressing their love. Jane said: "Now, I would not put up another love lock. It was just our thing, and I connect it far too much with that relationship. If I would ever hang another love lock, the reason would need to be something extraordinary, such as a wedding." Furthermore, the lock is usually handed over to the couple or to one of the partners as a gift on a special occasion like a relationship anniversary. Lucas: "The lock was a present from my girlfriend on the day of the third anniversary of our relationship." The unique and special meaning that a love lock carries for its owners is also expressed in the fact that all but one participant hung only one love lock and that only Tom was willing to hang another one: "Call me a lovelock floozie, but I would do it. Yes, I would put up another lock, if circumstances allow." Ritual procedure and artifacts are extraordinary and mark the end of the liminal phase, and the couple celebrates the event as a manifestation of their love and everything that has bound them together so far, marking the next phase of their relationship. The ritual provides structure to the continuous stream of time and marks a particular state within society and in the relationship [3, 40] . This transition should be expressed through the unique nature of the interaction and choice of artifacts. For example, love locks have an element of irreversibility as the key is thrown into the water, not allowing the lock to be opened again (without using extra force). This element represents the end of the liminal phase and the beginning of the incorporation [40] .
(5) Physical & Psychological Accessibility. All participants explained their moments of reminiscence, as for example Tobi: "I never visited the lock intentionally, but often accidentally. This also happened with friends, so I told them and showed them the lock." And Bianca: "We now moved away from our former hometown where the lock still hangs. When we visit the town, we always go to the bridge and try to find our lock." Abby wanted to make sure to find her lock during later visits, so she took photos from all perspectives: "After the lock was hanging, I took plenty of pictures from the lock and its surroundings. Of course, some should serve as memory, however, the primary intent was to make sure to be able to find the lock again." During data analysis, we recognized two different strategies to access that stabilizing moment: Participants wanted to make sure they will find the lock again which they left at a public space (physical accessibility) as well as take something with them as a memento, e.g., pictures or in one case even the keys (psychological accessibility). Most participants came back to their love lock several times, even after several years. Some participants explicitly planned to revisit their lock. Others just walked by, immediately recognized the place and stopped for some minutes to look for their lock -taking them out of everyday life again. Physical and psychological accessibility is essential for reminiscence. Remembering the relationship ritual by assessing photos or seeking out the artifact in the environment allows the lovers to revisit positive memories.
Seeing the love locks of other couples can also trigger these memories. The structuring and stabilizing component of rituals hence may be accessed beyond the specific action of putting up a love lock [30] .
(6) Stimulation & Participation. The stimulation aspect has several different facets. For example, Tom explained their first 'love lock sight' as follows: "We had only talked once about love locks before. That day we were on our way into the city and passed a bridge full of love locks. We couldn't even see the metal railings anymore! So, our conversation shortly included the love locks and I Papers Session 5: Reflection and Rituals TEI '20, February 9-12, 2020, Sydney, NSW, Australia remember that she mentioned how lovely they are." Jane described a media report: "I think I first heard of love locks in some report, TV or newspaper article, about a bridge where the number of love locks made the whole bridge unstable, and the only way to restore stability was to remove all love locks." Lucas explained the initial reason that kept him from initiating the ritual of love locks: "The lock was golden-colored and kitschy. It was not at all a silly present; one may certainly do something like this. However, I think she was far more interested in putting up a lock than me, I don't really mind." Love locks rarely hang alone. They are an observable mass phenomenon that invites others to join in and repeat the ritual [34] . They exceed individual symbolism and create a collective cultural memory, sometimes even embraced by municipal authorities as tourist attractions. All our participants had seen love locks and reports on the topic before. Spreading joint rituals nowadays is neither bound to specific communities nor religions: modern media became an essential factor that engages people all over the world. Media reports on love locks usually focus on the ritual as vandalism or litter, as love locks can damage bridges because of their weight and the costs incurred in removing them. These adverse effects are rarely addressed by the interviewees but may prevent others from imitation. Designs that are not perceived as vandalism may have the potential to engage more people. The other reason that might keep people from imitating the ritual is that love as an intimate topic can involve feelings of shame, so less kitschy designs should be a readily available alternative. An aesthetic, unusual design encourages participation and a collective cultural memory through embodied practice [34] .
DESIGNING RITUAL ARTIFACTS FOR RELATIONSHIP TRANSITIONS: THE CASE STUDY OF EL CORAZÓN

Concept and Prototype Development
In the design process we investigated whether the pointers facilitated the design of digital artifacts for RTR that are different from current physical objects (such as love locks). Certainly, other design constraints are conceivable for future use of the pointers such as specific transitions, couples, or materials. The design process consisted of three phases: (1) brainstorming and sketching with designers, psychologists, engineers, and HCI researchers, based on the pointers, (2) developing a high-fidelity prototype and (3) evaluating the prototype in a field study with ten couples.
Within the first brainstorming phase, we iteratively discussed each pointer and several ideas on how to materialize them in an artifact for relationship transitions.
Resulting from that brainstorming, a concept named El Corazón emerged: El Corazón is a tangible artifact that first needs to be opened by unscrewing its lid. Next, the couple can place their fingers on heartbeat sensors to record their heartbeats. This process, by purpose, takes several seconds where no feedback is given. The heartbeats are then saved and transformed into individual, visible flickering light effects. We intended to create excitement and surprise when, after several seconds, the light suddenly starts to flicker. A rechargeable battery allowed continued use, if charged regularly. After the recording, the lid needs to be closed, and the artifact can be placed or hung at a preferred location. Moreover, the artifact allows for customizations, e.g., by decorating its body. We chose to name the artifact El Corazón because during every ritual procedure, a new virtual heart (Spanish 'corazón') is created from two previously independent hearts (Figure 1 ).
The six pointers, together with the idea of creating a ritual artifact different from love locks, were realized in El Corazón as follows: The tension between privateness & publicness was translated into an action that requires to be performed together (two heartbeat sensors that would need to be hold simultaneously) and into flickering light, which attracts attention. This pointer affected the action and interaction with El Corazón and was materialized in light animations (rather than sound or vibrations) -but not in the final placement of the artifact as in love locks. The aspect of customization & uniqueness was considered in the usage of individual heart rhythms, individual placement, 
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TEI '20, February 9-12, 2020, Sydney, NSW, Australia and the possibility to decorate or paint the artifacts' body. The aspect of customization could, in future work, be further strengthened by incorporating the manufacturing phase into the ritual to enable couples to create their own, unique El Corazón. The symbolism and values expressed through the materiality of El Corazón differed from those of love locks (representing eternity and stability). We aimed at emphasizing values such as continuous care, fragility, togetherness, and dynamism, e.g., through recharging the battery after a specific time, through the dynamics of pulsing lights, and through the need to perform the procedure in pairs. Structuring & extraordinariness characteristics were achieved by stretching the liminal phase of the ritual compared to love lock rituals: it required some time to open the artifact, do the recording, decorating, and closing compared to hanging a love lock. The beginning of the flickering light marks the end of liminality that may only be reached when both people work together. Moreover, the aesthetics of the artifact as well as the involved procedure were not comparable to any everyday object or process (in contrast to love locks), thus creating an extraordinary experience.
To allow for physical & psychological accessibility, we made use of rechargeable batteries that would require couples to get back to the artifact. Additionally, we did not imply a location where to place the artifact, but instead left that choice to each couple and therefore added eyelets for hanging up the artifact and constructed El Corazón as weatherproof as possible (e.g., by placing the electronics inside). The aspect of stimulation & participation was considered in the artifact's ability to attract attention with its aesthetic light animation that could be seen at day and at night, and its unusual design that stands off from backgrounds -in contrast to collecting many El Corazóns in public places (as with love locks).
In the second phase of the concept development, we prototyped El Corazón and made use of several components to realize the intended functionality (Figure 1 ). Five 3D printed forms were used that are held together with screws covering all electronic parts and giving El Corazón its shape. Additionally, two acrylic glass panes, one transparent and one translucent, completed the outer form above an LED ring and made the emitted light diffuse. To allow for recording and transforming heartbeats into flickering light, several electronic components were necessary: two heart rate sensors and one electronic push button that, when pressed, triggers recording; one Arduino Micro Pro on which the software, written in C, runs; several cables that connect the Arduino with all other components; one printed circuit board; one rechargeable battery; and one Adafruit neopixel light ring to display the heartbeats.
Evaluation of El Corazón
Participants. We evaluated the ritual experience of El Corazón with ten couples. Participants were recruited using the university's participant recruiting system, local social media, and by direct inquires of couples on local bridges where love locks were put up. Unfortunately, we could not recruit participants that had put up a love lock before, but as it was our primary aim to evaluate El Corazón and the corresponding experience, we considered this circumstance to be acceptable. The couples and their demographic data are depicted in Table 1 . Their level of education ranged from high school graduation to master's degree. Seven participants were catholic, two were protestant, one was atheist, and ten had no religious affiliation. Procedure. The couples were asked whether they felt comfortable meeting in a quiet area inside or outside a café or somewhere else (e.g. nearby the bridge close to the café or any other place significant to their relationship). Most couples were comfortable meeting in a café. Two couples preferred to meet in their flats. After consent was given, participants shared basic demographic data as well as their thoughts on RTR in general and their own RTR. They were then given a package including El Corazón, a short written tutorial (e.g., Step 1: Unscrew El Corazón), and material to individualize the prototype if desired (e.g., pens, ribbons, tapes, foils). They were asked to imagine a scenario where they would use the ritual in their past or future relationship transitions. The researchers then left the couple alone but were still within sight while couples performed their idiosyncratic ritual with El Corazón. Afterward, a semistructured interview aimed at understanding the couples' ritual experiences. The questions related to researchers' observations, the experience of the ritual, and the prototype itself. All interviews were audio-recorded, and researchers Papers Session 5: Reflection and Rituals TEI '20, February 9-12, 2020, Sydney, NSW, Australia took notes to remember the details. Overall, one session took around 45 minutes.
Results: Ritual Experience with El Corazón. The data was transcribed and thematically analyzed by three researchers along the pointers from the first study. Below we report on emerging themes, including individual statements, structured along the six pointers.
(1) Privateness & Publicness. Surprisingly, 18 out of 20 sweethearts could not imagine performing the ritual in public space. Additionally, they would store it in a private rather than in a public space after usage. Rachel, for example, said: "Yeah, well, I think it's better to do it privately. It would be strange to see others watching you, so you can't really put yourself in the moment. They would certainly think: What does it mean? or what do they do?, and then it's a bit… well, then you think of the others all the time." And, amongst others, Jan and Linda were of the same opinion. Jan started: "I think I'd rather use and store it privately, even if many of them were in public space." And Linda agreed: "Yes, definitely!" When asked why, Jan said. "Then you just get something out of it [both laughing].
It would be a pity if it would disappear or break, then it would not look good anymore. And if you have it at home, then you can look at it every day, remember the moment. Otherwise, you may just walk by and look for it and then maybe it would be gone some time, and that would be a pity!" As the above statements indicate, participants would choose to use and store the object in a private space, as the moment was to be shared amongst two people being highly emotional that would need and want to fully concentrate on the process rather than the surrounding. Thus, one learning is that the materialization of the relationship status in the tension between private and public is, first and foremost, essential for the couple itself, and then for people they know, but not for strangers.
(2) Customization & Uniqueness. All couples decided to individualize El Corazón with drawings, writings, tapes, or ribbons. This act was either performed to assign El Corazón to a specific occasion (e.g., Anna & Erik painted a house to assign the heartbeat visualization to the moment of moving to their first shared flat) or to make clear whom the heartbeats belong to (e.g., Mary & Tino painted a heart with their initials in it). Michael, for example, explained: "On the other hand, I don't like this whole heartbeat, heart metaphor, metaphor of heartbeats synchronizing. I take a very clinical view on that data and think: Okay, that is just as binding as if I were using the pH of my urine, for example, and it's supposed to feel binding when it's aligned with my partner's [laughs] . But maybe that's just a very personal thing for me, that it feels somehow clinical." Other than expected and as may be seen in Michael's example, not all of our participants could relate the heartbeats to themselves. Customization took further place in the scenarios chosen: While each couple could individually decide in what context to perform the ritual, nine out of ten decided to perform it in a special moment rather than every day. Carlos and Jimmy, for example, chose to use it to end a fight, which they said was not too easy within their relationship before. Jimmy started: "So we'd definitely use it after a fight." And Carlos continued: "Yes, that came to us as our first idea, so that we could then come together again and then you can calmly and with control work on something together, or well, repair it. So repairing is more the word that I was looking for. But it's really cool to use in such situations, yes! […] Yeah, so you first need to apologize. But well, you can also apologize with the object!" Jimmy carried on the idea: "Yes, exactly, and the object then simply helps you to get rid of the negative thoughts. So that you don't have to deal with them and can finish it." And Carlos finalized: "So that you just don't carry the anger any further because with this process you kind of bind the trouble and close it." Given the above idea to use El Corazón in order to overcome a dispute, the decision towards the private rather than the public space becomes even clearer.
(3) Symbolism & Transcendence. Carlos identified a specialness in the way that El Corazón required the combination of different skills: "So it was good to have something motoric on the one hand and something electronic on the other. We've got the coarse unscrewing I would say, and then also there is still an electronic part.
That's as if there are different aspects of characters brought in again. He's an electronic engineer, so to speak." Another couple, Rachel and Chris, expressed their feelings towards the process and the artifact in a short dialogue. Chris said: "It was nice screwing it open together anyway." Rachel continued: "Exactly, I thought that was nice too -so even when we unscrewed it. So one of us did that one [points at a screw] and I loosened the other two screws -that was really cool.
[…] If we were to use it after a fight, it would remind us that we are actually one or that we are just one unit or that we hold together. And because the fingers are so easily side by side, you can feel peace, calmness and you even may hear the heartbeat. Exactly, and that reminds me that we are a unit and that already meant a lot to me in that moment." And Chris finalized: "Exactly, this mutual relationship is quite symbolic and becomes very clear and visible with both fingers on the sensors, if you do something together." As can be seen in the above quotes, couples especially valued that the object required joint actions to function. For most couples, this experience of togetherness started with unscrewing El Corazón. This experience was special to the couples and was manifested in the artifact that later on reminded them of the moment and the individual symbols they saw in it.
(4) Structuring & Extraordinariness. The overall experience with El Corazón was described as positive, exciting, and unusual by 18 out of 20 sweethearts. Anna noted: "I would say it was very positive, just that we had to do it together, that was fun. I think I would have been overwhelmed with the wires already [both laughing]." And Erik continued: "I found it exciting that you couldn't really see what was going to happen. Then there was the ahaeffect when it started to pulse and you noticed: Oh, you measure the heartbeat while putting your fingers on it and that's our heartbeat now that's in it, I thought that was very cool! When thinking about when we would use it, we thought about the time when we moved into our first flat together." The ritual procedure inscribed to El Corazón required some time to open, activate, and close it. Every single subject welcomed this effort. Nick said: "Actually, the moment passed almost too quickly. So that was a special moment when we both put our fingers on it. It had something like a symbiosis with the light that put it together. Maybe everybody likes something different, so maybe you have to choose yourself what happens with the heartbeat. For me, the moment could last much longer. For example, like a small radio that you have to assemble yourself. So, there would need to be some mechanism that you would have to do it together, but that would be much better!" A factor contributing to the experience of specialness and shaping the ritual experience as extraordinary was within the process itself. The effort that couples had to put in and that the artifact required both lovers to interact throughout the whole process in a structured way created space for meaning and gave marked the liminal phase.
(5) Physical & Psychological Accessibility. Almost all participants chose to place the artifact in a frequently visited place in their flats. For example, Erik told us: "Then almost everyone can see the moment we experienced back then again, that's really great [both laughing]." Anna finalized: "Yes, guests would simply see the moment when we moved into our apartment and they would surely ask and that would be nice if they asked and were interested. Then it's just nice to tell our story about it!" The decision to store El Corazón within the private space uncovered two aspects: Physical and psychological accessibility are of great importance and reminiscence is achieved through this easy and direct access. This immediate accessibility provides a visualization of what the couple achieved (e.g., moving together, overcoming a dispute) and may support couples in keeping these achievements in mind and reinforce their significance instead of taking them for granted. Another aspect is that of quickly sharing a special moment with visiting friends.
(6) Stimulation & Participation. Tino and Mary described engaging with El Corazón as a stimulating new experience. Tino said: "It was really exciting when you had to look for the sensor, it's down there, and then you had to take it out and turn it around, that was cool!" And Mary said: "The cool thing about it was that you have to build it together and only that process gives the object the meaning, that was really important!" Tino continued: "Yeah, it's like a gesture of being together. It's also much cooler than, for example, a love lock. I'm not a person for something so kitschy! I'm more into electro stuff and the design of the object is also not kitschy -so that's great!" Performing a RTR with El Corazón, Mary and Tino were stimulated and engaged through El Corazóns unusual design. The aspect of attracting attention to stimulate others to get interested into the artifact became clear in a conversation started by Carlos: "That [El Corazón] would be placed on the shelf next to the candles and the decorations. Yeah -that's a good place! And if visitors would ask me what it is, I would certainly tell them. Meanwhile, our friends know that we have problems in our relationship just like others do. And then you can say: Yes, this is relationship ritual we perform after a fight which helps us to better deal with it." And Jimmy continued: "Yeah, I see that openly, too. We always talk to other people when we argue, the object fits in very well. It initiates the conversation about our struggles in order to process them!" Similar to the above, most of our participants stated that they would expect visiting friends to be curious about El Corazón and that they would certainly explain it and its meaning to them. Overall, it seems difficult to design relationship ritual artifacts that do not appear kitschy, but with its mechanical-electronic part, El Corazón was able to counteract kitschiness. Nonetheless, the metaphor of heartbeats was considered to be kitschy by some.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Studying rituals from an HCI perspective challenges the design of technology in two ways: First, digital technologies may be developed that engage people to participate and to re-establish certainty through order, commitment, expression, and solidification of cultural values [3, 30, 41] . Second, it raises awareness of the ongoing appropriation of existing digital technologies by their users, who start to use technologies in ritualistic ways. When aware of the users' need for ritual behavior, technology designers may incorporate possibilities for ritualistic use. To support the design of technologymediated RTR, we developed six pointers based on ethnographic explorations and ritual theory. The pointers mark the design space for technical ritual artifacts, and their consideration impacts the resulting ritual experience.
In the design of El Corazón we deliberately chose to vary considerations of pointers compared to the ritual of hanging love locks to speculate on how we might shape and change transition rituals within relationships, and to explore which tradeoffs occur. Figure 2 visualizes an estimation of these variations as rated by three researchers. We do not intend to directly compare both experiences, but rather to point out possibilities and variations that emerge. Being situated at the intersection of privateness & publicness, love locks hang in public space but with a deliberate choice of place, participants involved, and whom to show it later on. All participants performed the ritual of love locks in pairs; however, the design of the lock did not foster joint action. Hanging in public spaces, the locks were felt to make the relationship status visible to everyone. In the design of El Corazón we aimed at changing focus by requiring couples to perform joint actions and by integrating more personal data (heartbeat) than written initials on love locks. Taking the tangibility aspects of embodied facilitation and expressive representation into account [15] , El Corazón with its focus on twosomeness in interaction and representation created a very intimate moment that, for example, Rachel would not tolerate spectators in as she wanted to concentrate on the moment. Moreover, almost all couples decided to use and store El Corazón within the private space with the option to deliberately show it to visitors. In line with previous research, this aspect highlights the importance of taking the greater context (publicness) into account: The tangible shaped emerging social configurations [1] and functioned as a 'ticket to talk' [39] . However in contrast to previous research on tangibles, where spectators were tolerated or desired after and during the (everyday) interaction [1, 4, 19] , participants using El Corazón refused spectators and emphasized privateness (twosome) so that the ritual became more intimate and lightweight than love lock rituals.
The aspect of customization & uniqueness also varied between both rituals: To couples performing a RTR it is essential to establish a reference towards the artifact through its (perceived) uniqueness. In the design of El Corazón, we introduced individual heartbeats to create an even more unique and personal artifact. However, the use of heartbeat data was discussed controversially among couples, in line with previous research that described two major interpretations of shared heartbeat data: heartbeat data as being informative or heartbeat data as establishing connectedness [29] . While some described heartbeats as somehow clinical and not relatable to (e.g., Greta & Michael), others strongly related heartbeats to themselves (e.g., Anna & Erik). The disconnection may have led to the phenomenon that all couples decided to individualize their artifact further. It remains to be explored what personal information might make additional individualizations unnecessary (e.g., breathing [18] , fragrance, voices), and what further factors (e.g. previous experiences, context, relation [29] ) lead to the different interpretations of (heartbeat) data.
As shown in Figure 2 , we evaluated symbolism & transcendence as being equally considered in both ritual artifacts. While love locks strongly realize their symbolic meaning through materiality that symbolizes eternity or everlasting commitment, El Corazón emphasized the procedure that may symbolize togetherness, caring, or achieving more together. Although they contain different implementations of symbolism, both rituals were considered adequate, which demonstrates that different ways to 'implement' symbolism are feasible and appropriate. While previous research on technology individuation has focused on augmenting existing interactions [31] , RTR may require specific interactions as the process rather than the rational outcome is central.
In terms of structuring & extraordinariness, love locks were described as more of a pragmatic experience performed quickly. The moment chosen to hang a love lock was, for most participants, a practical choice as well (e.g., a nice summer day when both had time). The structuring component resulted from the symbolism that the relationship is perceived to be stable from then on. El Corazón involved similar structuring components through
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El Corazón its symbolism (e.g., togetherness). However, El Corazón additionally made couples decide to use it only for specific transitions, which may have resulted from the emphasis on the ritual procedure. Structuring in El Corazón therefore also involved a more graspable temporal component (e.g., after a fight, when moving into the first flat). The importance or the weight of the transition that the ritual was used in differed between the locks and El Corazón: While the locks were used for purposes similar like an engagement (macro-level), El Corazón was also considered at meso-level transitions, e.g., after a massive fight. Overall, the aspect of structuring & extraordinariness expands previous findings on lovers' phatic communication intended for everyday (sometimes ordinary) use [4, 7, 19] .
Physical & psychological accessibility were evaluated as being lower in love locks than in El Corazón. While participants who had hung a love lock rarely visited or remembered their lock within everyday life, almost all participants would have stored El Corazón within their flat, making the ritual moment (through the situated tangible displaying the heartbeat data from the time of the ritual) readily accessible. Leaving the choice of place to the couples uncovered the importance of access for reminiscence and may support long-term technology individuation [1] .
Stimulation & participation in love locks is fostered by their visibility in public space and could thus reach a wider audience. Most of the couples participating in the evaluation of El Corazón, however, described that leaving something in public space was too intrusive for them. El Corazón, therefore, does not foster joining in by being present in public spaces but by its ability to attract attention through flickering lights. Additionally, a curiosity towards new technical artifacts was seen in all couples, which needs further explorations.
CONCLUSION
Based on literature research and ethnographic explorations on the transition ritual of hanging love locks, we formulated six pointers for designing technology-mediated RTR. We exemplarily applied these pointers in the design of El Corazón, a tangible artifact for RTR, which was used by 20 sweethearts. As El Corazón set a different focus than love locks, the resulting experience of the transition ritual changed: While love locks fostered publicity, symbolism, and structuring with their emphasis on the placement and materiality resulting in pragmatic experiences, rituals with El Corazón were described as being private and intimate, imbued with symbols of belongingness, equality, and togetherness, and particularly suitable as structuring component for special transitions through its emphasis on procedure (joint actions), intimate data, and aesthetic light design. As demonstrated, the design pointers may be used to guide design for RTR. It remains to be seen how the artifact may shape relationship transitions over time and how individualized designs for specific couples or transitions may look like. Taken further, we would like to investigate how our approach may be translated to other rites of passage that accompany transitions like death, getting a child, coming of age, or transitioning through different career stages.
